
Empower your  
online tutoring  
team with 
Smarthinking  
infrastructure

As you plan for the upcoming school year, it’s more crucial than ever to have 
flexible options that help your tutoring team support student success. The 
Smarthinking infrastructure provides a systemic approach to meeting all of your 
tutoring needs, providing flexibility during the transition and securely engaging 
students while demonstrating your district’s commitment to improving outcomes 
for all learners.

Your tutoring team, our platform
The world-class infrastructure provided by Smarthinking can help you quickly 
implement or expand remote online tutoring with your own in-house tutors. 
Our FERPA-compliant, cloud-based conferencing platform reflects decades of 
experience and best practices for managing online tutoring in all disciplines, at 
any scale. Quickly and seamlessly integrate tutoring online, efficiently schedule 
and manage sessions, and keep each student learning in the face of personal and 
academic obstacles. Complement your district’s staffed hours with Smarthinking 
tutors to provide around-the-clock tutoring support for your students.

Smarthinking tools can help connect your students with tutors in new ways, provide 
fast, flexible support for students, assess your tutoring systematically, and help 
student and professional tutors become more effective. This creative option allows 
you to provide academic assistance backed by 24/7 technical support — no matter 
where you and your students are located.



Build an online tutoring center
•   24/7 access to comprehensive reporting, with actionable usage and student satisfaction data  

for identifying trends and improving outcomes

•   Full support for integration with your LMS or other systems and single sign-on student access

•  Optional add-on consulting on best practices for using online tutoring services

Support tutoring coordinators as they move online
•   Powerful tools for viewing, creating, and managing tutoring schedules and sessions by  

session, tutor, or student

•  Real-time queue monitoring and reporting

•   Training tools to guide new and existing tutors toward greater confidence and  effectiveness

Provide flexibility and security to students and tutors
•   Full support for live whiteboard tutoring, prescheduled sessions, offline tutoring, and writing 

review queues, for synchronous or asynchronous sessions

•   Integrated text (SMS) and email messaging to keep students engaged in their learning 

•   Archives of all tutoring sessions, so tutors can improve and students can revisit what  
they learned

Smarthinking gives 
learners on-demand, 
anytime, anywhere 
access to academic help 
from experts at their 
moment of need. 

Learn more
See how you can take advantage of decades of excellence to build your online  
tutoring center. Contact your Pearson rep today.
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